Date 26-3-2016

Sai Pramra Brck Industry

Champakalan (N)
Chandramohan (O1)

Sanglar on contract:

Employees:

1. Sri. Datta Appala Swamy
   W/o Prabhakar Latt

2. Sri. Harish
   W/o. Mohan

3. Sri. Pada Reddy
   W/o Prabhakar Latt

4. Sri. V. K. Prathap Reddy
   W/o Narendra

5. Sri. G. Pratap Reddy
   W/o. Subraman

KANUNGEKU KPRKAKS: in

[Signature]

S. KIRAN

[Stamp]
Wages not paid through cheques so not credited to the worker's bank account which is in violation of Section 60 of the Act

Entry under Indian State Wages Act, 1979 & Rules 1982

1. The Contractor has not obtained license
   till the year 2015-2016

2. Register of Wages maintained in
   Journal is not produced

3. Muster Roll for the period XIX & wages
   register for the period XX are not
   produced

   The employee &
   Contractor present
   Present at the
   Time of inspection

26th June
DOL, S.K.I

[Signature]